
New line of social lockers

• SUM W
• SUS W

• SUL W

www.malow.pl



Automatic production line

 SUM W, SUS W, SUL W are social lockers 
produced on modern and fully automatic production 
line. Innovative solutions allow making elements 
with 0.25 mm precision in 18 seconds. 

The line automates processes such as: storage,  
transport of elements, cutting, bending, welding 
doors and bodies of a locker.

The main advantage of lockers produced on 
newline is advanced construction based on closed 
profiles which are implemented in sides of doors, in 
the middle of the body and in the bottom of a locker.

Lockers are produced accordingly to current ISO 
9001: 2008 and ISO 14001:2004 standards. Lockers 
are certified, approved and meet EU safety standards.

 Powder coating process is held on the biggest in 
the country, when the number of guns 
is taken into consideration, automatic 
line for powder coating, where the 
highest quality powder is used.

Watch the 
video about 

our company
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Automatic production line

Advantages of new line lockers
equipment

colour palette

     locks

optionality

certificates

SUM W wardrobe locker

Wardrobe lockers allow functional and 
eastethical way of furnishing social 
rooms for workers. 

Wide assortment
guarantees fulfilling even the most 
varied needs.

Two widths of SUM W Wardrobe lockers 
compartment:

- 300 mm,
- 400 mm.

SUM 320 W SUM 420 W

Standard equipment of SUM W wardrobe locker:
- a bar with hooks,
- hanger for a towel,
- a mirror,
- internal partition (in 400 mm wide modules)
- self-adhesive name plate

Welded construction based on 
closed profiles

awards

Modern design of 
ventilation system

Dimensions:

- height: 1800 mm,
- width: 
300, 600, 900, 1200 mm, 
400, 800,1200 mm,
- depth: 500 mm



SUS W locker with compartments

Lockers with compartments, thanks
to their functionality, variety and 
aestethics can be used in wide range 
of facilities, e.g. in cloakrooms, 
kindergartens, schools, boarding 
schools, on swimming pools, in 
fitness clubs, in gyms, railway 
stations, in workplaces - for storing
briefcases, handbags, helmets etc.

Two widths of SUM W Wardrobe 
lockers compartment:

- 300 mm,
- 400 mm.

SUS 322 W SUS 424 W

Demensions:

- height: 1800 mm,
- width: 
300, 600, 900, 1200 mm, 
400, 800,1200 mm,
- depth: 500 mm
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SUS W locker with compartments

SUS W locker’s equipment:

- a bar with hooks (in lockers 
having two compartments in a 
column),

- self-adhesive name plate

Wide range of SUS W lockers  
variations.

From 2 to 20 compartments in a 
single locker.

SUS 322 W

Advantages of new line lockers
equipment

colour palette

     locks

optionality

certificates

Welded construction based on 
closed profiles

awards

Modern design of 
ventilation system



SUL W wardrobe lockers

Dimensions:

- height: 1800 mm,
- width: 
300, 600, 900, 1200 mm, 
400, 800,1200 mm,
- depth: 500 mm

Two widths of SUM W Wardrobe 
lockers compartment:

- 300 mm,
- 400 mm.

SUL W standard equipment:
- a bar with hooks,
- self-adhesive name plate

In order to use small spaces as 
cloakrooms, an ideal solutions is use of 
L-shape wardrobe lockers.

Thanks to SUL W lockers,one can place 
twice as many wardrobe compartments, 
than with use of standard wardrobe lockers.

SUL 42 W

Modern design of 
ventilation system
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SUL W wardrobe lockers

All lockers have the possibility of applying MASTER key which allows opening all locks
of particular series.

SUL 42 W

Additional options:

Slopping top Socle - screwed to a 
locker 

(height: 140 mm)

Frame base with legs
(height: 140 mm)

Base without a bench
with regulated height 

of legs
(height: 390 mm)

Base with a bench
with regulated height 

of legs
(height: 390 mm)

Base with a bench
with regulated height 

of legs
(height: 390 mm)

Economic version.

Base with an extended 
bench with regulated 

height of legs
(height: 390 mm) -

wooden or PVC slates.

Base without a bench
with regulated height 

of legs
(height: 390 mm)

Economic version.

Wide range of colours:
13 standard colours without additional payment  
(approximate presentation)

RAL 5010 RAL7032 RAL3020 RAL1015

RAL 9010 RAL 6011 RAL3005 RAL 5012 RAL7035

RAL6033 RAL 5018 RAL 8016 RAL9005

Advantages of new line lockers
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awards

Welded construction based on 
closed profiles



MALOW®

Malow company is a leading manufacturer of metal furniture in
Poland. Began in 1989, the offer of furniture produced by Malow
is a synonymous of reliability, creativity and functionality.

With the continuous investment in production technology
Malow is among the most innovative companies in the
country. Automatic production line, modern and versatile
industrial machinery for shaping metal sheets and 
profiles, new powder coating technologies, as well 
as the continuous surveillance of own technical 
staff ensure high quality of furniture.
      
The company's products reaches customers 
through the distribution network all over the 
Europe. Approximately half of our sales 
find customers in Poland, and the other 
half is designed for export. 
 
The company is known in all 
European Union countries, 
especially in France, Germany 
and Scandinavia.

Certificates and attests 
owned by Malow illustrate
constant care for the 
high quality of our
products.

Malow's 

certificates:

- ISO 9001:2008 
certificate 

- ISO 14001:2004 
certificate,

- hygiene certificate,
- classification approvals 

in reaction to fire,
- conformity with polish 

standards,
- NATO Commercial and 

Government Entity Code

Contact Your local distributor


